
NOTE

The pages of this file are in solved order – to 
actually play the game for real, you probably want 
to print them out and then shuffle them.



Tossed by the wind (5)

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Indebted (8)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Chopped (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Grew bored (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Hippie rock musical (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Hither, ___, and yon (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



r's polar partner (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Least susceptible (8)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Soils or earths (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Symbols of victory (8)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Desired with anticipation (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Excited, colloquially (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



British kettle comforter (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Coordinated fish (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Divine (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Aggressively (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Devoutly religious (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Everything on Craig's List? (8)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Bitten by a bee (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Brings back together (8)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Bernese Alp (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Con man (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Guitar neck ridge (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Ferocious (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Name sources (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Redirect via impact (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Commutative ring which is a 
multiplicative group (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



In a perfect world (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Remove skin (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Lazy shoe? (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



In days of ___ (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



San Francisco Bay, for one (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Toll plaza lane (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Coffee table protector (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Generally better than the
disease (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Revolutionary? (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



British potato chip (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Home for the terminally ill (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Sandwich or savior (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Undersea Crichton movie (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Unit of dinero (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Van Morrison's "___ Honey" (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Deadly sin (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Disbursed (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Sayonara to amigos (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Debauchery (8)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



___ and the Masters of the 
Universe (5, hyphenated)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Visible in the frame (8, hyphenated)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Motel without check-outs (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Branson, Dawkins, and Gere (8)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Actress ___ Day (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Eliminate (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Head of the executive dept. (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Curie husband (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Discordian deity (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Free as in beer (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Golden or Baldur's (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



The nobility (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Knitting requirement (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Capital of Saudi Arabia (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Female deer of heraldry (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Organic protrusions (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Timeworn, with dog- (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Boundary inhabitant (8)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Day celebrating trees (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Australis and Borealis (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Quaint boyfriend (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Tragedy and misfortune do this (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Optimistic half (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Cylindrical bag (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Retreated (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Disallowed (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Recent holiday, with day (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Ascend awkwardly (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Craps bet (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Frozen pie (6)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Unwell (4)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Attribute (7)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.



Sausalito fort (5)

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

You have a "child" word.  Solve the clue and write the 
answer in the box.  Find the two "parent" words that 
were crossed to form your word, then stand between 
them, and write the common (dropped) letter on the 
back of the sheet.

You have a "parent" word.  Solve the clue and write 
the answer in the box.  Find the two "child" words 
that are attained by crossing your word with two 
other parents, then stand between them.

NOSEY START

ATTORNEY
+S

Example: 

UPSTAIRS
+T

SITUP

What do you get if you cross ...
by NeilFred Picciotto and Dan Egnor

When two words are crossed, one common letter is 
dropped from both parents and the remaining letters are 
anagrammed together to form the child.  For example, 
NOSEY and START both contain an S – remove an S 
from each, leaving NOEY and TART, which anagram 
together into ATTORNEY.


